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IN HUME'S MORAL PHILOSOPHY 

LIVIA GUIMARAES 

lntroduction 

Early modern preoccupation with nature raises artifice into ;~ object of phi
losophical concern as well. Literally and metaphorically both terms' mean.ings 
achieve a wide extension. All invention is artífice. In the argunJent from design, 
for example, the deity itself is an artificer, and its creation - nature - may be said, 
in a way, ro be artificial. In the human domain, if compared to nature, artifice 
constitutes a problem, when it diverts life from its right course, or a solution, 
when it rescues humankind from ills and disorders, physical and mental. So as to 
better govern men, Mandevillean politicians and educators contrive the artificial 
distinction between vice and virtue, and thus produce the sense of shame and 
honor. In Mandeville's infamous words: "moral virtues are the offspring which 
flattery begot upon pride." By means of an arti fice, Hobbesian individuals escape 
a "solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and short" life in the state of nature, while for 
Rousseau social artifices are impediments to natural freedom and self
determination. In the sphere of knowledge, the Cartesian evil demon represents a 
methodological artifice that prevents the pursuer of metaphysical truth from fal
ling prey to error. Thus, positively marked, artifice secures peace, enables action, 
and assists trunking. When negative, it creares the illusion of reality, or simply ob
scures reality altogether. 

Understandably, the vast scholarly tradition concerning Hume's concept of 
artifice centers on the social virtue of justice. At times, scholars attribute a more 
comprehensive scope to artifice: John Mackie considers that Hume's treatment of 
the so called natural virtues would improve from "a parcial breaking clown" of the 
distinction between them and the artificial virtues. In his view, the fonner virtues, 
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much like the latter, counteracr selfishness and confined generosity. Moreover, 
they too are valued impartially, interpersonally, and as a system, both on psycho
logical and sociological grounds. At the least, systematizing is, according to him, 
an artificial aspect of the natural virtues.1 Miguel Badia-Cabrera, in presenting a 
solution to the much disputed question of the natural character of religion, ar
gues, against the disputants' shared "identification of instinctive and natural", 
that, while religion does not begin in an original instinct, it is, nonetheless, natu
ral. The case, he notes, resembles that of justice, and adds that: " for Hume the 
question is a dispute of words which only arises due to the ambiguity of the word 
'natural'. In a broad sense justice llike religion] is natural because it is the out
come of the operation of severa! constitutive principies of human nature."2 Tito 
Magri claims that viewing rationality as an artificial capacity can help ro solve the 
apparent paradoxes of reason in the Treatise.3 Gilles D eleuze, upon enquiring on 
how the Humean 'mind' becomes 'subject', concludes that for Hume subjectivity 
consists in belief, anticipation, and invention. Deleuze regards the subjective 
mind, together with the entire objective world, a fiction and artífice of the irnagi
nation.4 

This paper partially agrees with such interpreters in arguing that Hume draws 
anew the conceptual map of his time by both delivering 'artífice' from negative 
connotations, and integrating artífice to nature. As I intend to show, in so doing, 
Hume detects artífice not only in m oral virtues, but also in social and political re
lations, as well as in theoretical and literary compositíons. After hirn, or, at least, 
with him, the dichotomy bet.ween nature and artífice can no longer be central to 
the modern debate. One of the original results of tlús 'Humean moment' is the 
strengthening of the concepts of "experience" and "common life". 

Hence, in this essay, I propose to approach Hume's text by asking the ques
tion: in morals, what does 'artífice' mean for Hume? And, conversely, what is the 
meaning of 'nature' for him? In an attempt to outline the limits he assigns to artí
fice in morals, I intend to show that they are not rigid, or rather not until Hume 
comes across what he denominares "artíficial lives" in "A Dialogue" appended ro 
the second Enquiry. When it comes to such lives, from positive, neutral, or am-

1 John L. Mackie, Hume's Mora/Theory (London & New York: Routleuge, 1980). 
2 Miguel A. Badía-Cabrera, fltll!le's &Jlection 011 Religion (Dordrecht: Kluwer Acadcmic 

Publishers, 2001 ), 78-9. 
3 Tito Magri, "The Evolurion of Reason in Hwne's Treatise," Philosophica/ Fomm 25.4 (1994): 

310-32. 
4 G iUes Delcuze, Empiricism and Sui¿jcctivi(y: An E.ssqy on I-lume's Tbeory of Human Nature, trans. 

Consrantin V. Boundas (New York: Columbia Universiry Press, 2001). 
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b
. alent artífice becomes a purely negative notion. Why is this so? Why does 
N ' . ' Hume not extend his arguments on artlfice and nature to them. 

The reason, ro my view, is that, in their many different ways, all these lives at-

t a total diversion from natural propensitíes. The attempt makes them, 
temp . . . 
ultimately, unable to sustain individual and soCial co-eXlstence, and m extreme 
cases, even survival. In them alone, artífice frontally contradicts nature.5 I conclude 

'th the assertion that understanding Hume's concept of artlfice helps to reveal 
Wl th · 
the normative strength of two fundamental notions of his thought - e nouons 

of "common life" and "experience". 

Nature and artifice in thought- Nature and artífice in practice 

Nature stands at the very core of Hume's program in the Treatise,6 and 'natu

ral' flrst denotes principies of the mind and behavior that operate uni~~rmly. This 
is how nature comes to signify necessity for Hume. Strongly put: uruforrruty 
forms the very essence of necessity" (T 2.3.1.10). In the analysis.of.pride~ Hume 
draws the distinction between original and natural principies, thus discernmg two 
orders of necessity: original or primary qualities "are such as are most inseparable 
from the soul, and can be resolv'd into no other behavior known to operare regu
larly and uniformly," wh.ile a property of the mi.nd is called natural "from the 
constancy and steadiness of its operations.'>7 Hence 'nature' comes to encompass 
an extensive ontological and epistemic segment, as well as sorne of the mner 
gradations of an even wider segment. Nonetheless, Hume also says of th~ wor~ 
'nature': it is that "than which there is none more amb1guous and eqwvocal 

5 A1J references are to: David Hwne, A Treatise ofHumafl Natun, Afl Abstrae/ of. .. A Tt~atise of 
Human Nat

11
re A Lelterfrom a Gentleman to bis Frimd in Edinburgh, cd. David Fa te N orton & Mary J · 

Norron (Oxf~rd: Clarendon Press, Vol. 1, 2007), hereafter, T, Abs., L An Enquiry cotuemingHuman 
Ut~dcrstanding, ed. Tom L. Beauchamp (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998), hereafter, EHU. A11 
Enquiry conceming the Principies of M omls, ed. Tom L. Beauchamp (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2006), 
hereafter, EPM, "A Dialogue". Essqys, Mora4 Polilica4 and U terary, ed .. Eugene .r. MiUer 
(lndianapoUs: Liberty Fund, 1987), hereafter, Esst!JS. Dialogues and Natu;c:l Hzstory of Religzon, ed. J. 
C. A. Gaskin (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), hereafter N !IR. Ibe Letters o[ David Hllme, 2 

Vols, ed. J. Y. T. Greig (Oxford: Oxford Univcrsity Press, 1932), hereafrer, Letter:s. 

6 As wc know, Newton's natural philosophy is the model of Hume's moral philosophy. 1 kncc 

'natural' must frrst denote the space-time continuum of objccts and events - among wh1ch 1s the 
human mi.nd _ known by experience and observation. For example, cf. T 3.1.2.10, T 2.3.2. 

7 Cf. T 2.1 .3.2-3. 
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(T 3.1.2.7). And, yet worse, along with 'artifice', it is a word that "admits of an 
invidious Construction" (L 38).8 

Education adrnittedly is "an artificial and not a natural cause, and as its max
irns are frequently contrary to reason, and even to themselves in different times 
and places," Hume warns "'tis never upon that account recogniz'd by philoso
phers; tho' in reality it be built alrnost on the same foundation of custom and 
repetition as our reasonings from causes and effects" (T 1.3.9.19). Hence, al
though generally unnoticed by philosophers, there is a natural (or alrnost natural) 
element to it. In the concluding lines of "Of knowledge and probability'' Hume 
eloquently states: "Nature may certainly produce whatever can arise from habit: 
N ay, habit is nothing but one of the principies of nature, and derives all its force 
from that origin" (T 1.3.16.9). Custom and habit are indeed 'natural principies'. 
They have "the same influence on the mind as nature," and can enliven an idea of 
the imagination "inftxing the idea with equal force and vigour" as one of memory 
(T 1.3.5.6). In the production of this effect, there is, therefore, an artificial element 
to them, the very one which might secm to be restricted to products of education. 

As a result of the analysis of the human understancling in the Treatise, nature 
and artifice nearly merge into one another. Hume caUs 'natural artifices' sorne of 
our minds' operations, and highlights the neutral character of artifice. Early in 
Book 1, he defines geometry as "the art, by which we fix the proportions of fig
ures" (T 1.3.1.4), and an "art" because it "much excels bo th in universality and 
exactness, the loase judgments of the senses and imagination; yet never attains a 
perfect precision and exactness" (T 1.3.1.4). 

Belief achieved by way of reflection, without the direct aid of custom, he also 
considers "oblique and artificial," such as for exarnple, single experirnent accoums 
(T 1.3.8.13) . Inclirect and oblique is also the way by which we form the belief in 
an externa! world from the frequency and coherence of our perceptions - a world 
that is real and durable far beyond experienced uniformity. Although natural, this 
belief is "not a direct and natural effect of the constant repetition and 
connexion," nor is ita conclusion of reason (T 1.4.2.21). 

The fiction of identity displays artífice as well: there is an artifice by which we 
obtain identity through "producing a reference of the parts to each other, and a 

8 Two intcresting passages of "A Letter from a Gentleman" should be noted: (0 in thc last 
paragraph, Hume denounces che Art of his accuser, who by broken, partial cirations perverts the 
sen se of his writing (L 41); (ii) he expresses full awareness of the ambiguous semantic of 'artifice' 
(and its concurrent risks), by saying: "\Vhen the Author asserts that Justice is an artificial, not a 
natural vircuc, he seems sensible that he employed Words that admit of an invidious Construction; 
and therefore makes use of al! proper expedients, by Dejinilions and ExpltJIIaliom, to prcvent it" 
(L 38). 
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rnbination to sorne common end or purpose" (T 1.4.6.11), or else we ascribe iden
~~ to a series of distinct, different and separate irnpressions on being 
unconsciously rnisled by the srnooth progress of thought along gradual ~hanges, 
or changes that seern small in proportion to the whole. In the latter arufice, the 
belief is strictly false, and the identity, fictitious. Buc at the same time it constitutes 
uite a functional perceptual comprornise, and reposes on the natural "propen

;ion to bestow an identity on our resembling perceptions," itself due to the easy 
transition of the irnagination (T 1.4.2.43, 1.4.6.6). Thus here 'artifice' signifies an 

unintended trick of the mind upon itself. 
Of the same o rder is the 'trick' by which nature deceives us into thinking that 

human life possesses intrinsic importance. Yet again, the belief is not rigorously 
true, but it has a function in a matter itself of the utmost irnportance - our 

conduct in life. 
Still in a neutral sense, there is artífice whenever one devises means to ends, 

especially, once m ore, if the means are indirect and obligue. In the case of deli~
erate tricks, the trickster makes use of her knowledge of how thé trund works m 
order to raise a passion in the subject. Rules of art are an exarnple. Founded on 
the qualities of human nature, they take advantage of the easy transition of ideas 
and emotions or irnpressions, and pay due heed to our incapacity to pass in a 
moment "from one passion and disposition to another quite different one" 

(T 2.2.8.18). 
Poets, orators, politicians, priests, and even philosophers are artificers o f this 

sort. For instance, in the Natural History of Refigion, Hume cites Cotta in Cicero's 
De Natura Deomm behaving thus: in arder to vanquish his interlocutors' resistance, 
he gradually (ancl cunningly) progresses in his argument from less to more 

momentous superstitious beliefs. 
The rules of poetical composition are not but a set of artifices: poets, particu

larly tragedians, borrow from history because history is already familiar, believed 
to be true and thus able to "procure a more easy reception" and "deeper irnpres
sion in the fancy and affections" (T 1.3.10.7, T 1.3.10.5, T 1.3.10.6). With a similar 
intention, poets, like Homer in the Ocfyssf!Y, first show the hero near the end of his 
designs, and then go back in time. This, accorcling to Hume, excites curiosity and 

allows the rapid flow of narrative. 
Much like poets, orators employ artifice to affect the passions. They embrace 

the "principies" of the auclience, "work themselves up in heights of feeling and 
passion," and thus inflame themselves and their audience into their cause. In their 
speeches, they create mounting expectation so as to raise a passion that will add 
its strength to the strength of the rnain passion they want to incite - they make 
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use of the natural transfusion, union, or conversion of passions into each other 
(f 2.3.4.3). Their other artifices include rapid speech, verbosity, puns, rhymes, and 
jungles of words. In tribunals, they try to m ove the judges by showing vivid pie
tutes, and bringing to court pleading family members of their clients - a vivid 
presence. 

Whenever one contrives means to ends, there is artifice. But the nature of the 
means, and of their ends varies immensely - and neutrality stops at this point. 
Sometimes, it stops simply as a matter of the artificer's competent or incompetent 
use of her resources. In works of art, such as "tables, chairs, scritoires," just as in 
nature, beauty "is chiefly deriv'd from their utility, and from their fitness for that 
purpose, to which they are destin'd" (f 2.2.5.17, also T 2.3.4.3). Not always the 
artificer achieves her purpose. Or, for example, a figure in a painting "which is 
not justly ballanc'd, is disagreeable; and that because it conveys the ideas of its fall, 
of harm, or of pain: Which ideas are painful, when by sympathy they acquire any 
degree of force and vivacity" (f 2.2.5.19). Although of a different character, this 
is another case of artifice gone wrong. 

Sometimes neutrality stops much sooner, already at the leve! of intentions, 
and in tended ends. In the History of England, Hume's liberal use of the word "arti
fice" applies to the reformation, the counter-reformation, and the whole political 
spectre, from gross and artless actions to subtle and artful ones. In politics, an 
artifice may indicare necessary, and even admirable ingeniousness. I t can support 
government, peace and the public good, by restraining violent passions and arous
ing, in a faint echo of Mandeville, a sense of honour and shame. lt substitutes 
brutc force and, along with courage, paves the way to authority. As Hume says, 
enemies are overcome by arms, and friends, if not by the artifices o f "persuasion 
and entreaty," then by the rude artifices of "flattery and favor." In refmed society, 
at times, one is meant to see through an artifice. It is not deception one meets 
with then, but "decent pretense." 

Dissimulation and lies are negatively marked artifices if they aim to mislead by 
devious means. In its worst connotations, artifice is the art of monks and certain 
politicians, who make use of forgery, falsehood, and fraud. Religious moral pre
cepts can be said to be artifices of this sort, when one observes that religion 
covers fanaticism, bigotry, and persecution. Perhaps the political sphere is where 
the uses and value of artifice range the most widely. In rulers, artifice is wrong if it 
serves oppression, though, according to Hume, it is not as condemnable if it con
sists in mere levity. When Hume alludes to "profound politics" he usually means 
hypocrisy. Likewise, when he alludes to artifice in connection with "refinement" 
he may signify evasiveness, equivocation, ambiguity, insincerity, deceit, or in a 
word, yet again, hypocrisy. Differing from impetuous passions, artifice may as-
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sume the appearance of simplicity and moderation, and thus obtain a subtle influ

ence. Court intrigues are its outcome. 
In brief, ubiquitous in the Treatise, the notion of artifice appears throughout 

Hume's work, taking on relevant and sometimes unexpe~ted applications in di~
ferent contexts. As we have noted, it is embedded 111 the understanding s 
operations; it is a resource of orators, poets, philosophers, educators and pnests; 
it can be voluntary or involuntary, we~ or ill mea~t. lts progress appear~ to begm 
in mimicking and to end in encompassmg nature ttself- a stgn of Hume s mqutst-

tive sagacity. 
But it is by calling 'artificial' an en tire class of virtues, that Hume performs the 

boldest act of moral re-signification of this term. The concept o f 'artificial virtues' 
is ossibly his most relevant single contribution to the semantics of artífice. As we 
sh~ll see next, he begins, once again, by softening the division between nature and 

artifice in morals. 

Artificial virtues 

In the Treatise's ethical theory, the concept of nature is summoned first in 
connection with the sentiments of pleasure and pain that distinguish virtue and 
vice, or the "more general principies, upon which all our notions of morals .are 
founded" (f 3.1.2.6). Hume asks: are they in nature? Althoug.h for man~ the lffi
mediate reply is that virtue is natural, and vice, unnatural, this 1s not hts stance. 
For him nature is not unequivocally the criterion, for its meaning is not ttself 
unequiv~cal. "If nature be opposed to miracles," he says the .foundati~n is obvi
ously natural, for neither virtues nor vices are miraculous. But tf nature ts opposed 
to the rare and unusual, the answer ceases to be obvious: "Frequency and ranty 
depend upon the number of examples we have observ'd; andas this number ~ay 
gradually encrease or diminish, 'twill be impossible to ftx any exact boundartes 
betwixt them" (T 3.1.2.8). Furthermore, in cases of stable frequency, by thts ~nte
rion, not only virtue may be found to be more unusual than vice, but al~o a vrrtue 
and a vice that are rare (for example, heroic virtue and brutal barbartty) would 
both turn out to be unnatural. Hume solves this puzzle by arguing that it is the 
moral sentiments themselves that are natural, and that thry are widespread and 
deeply rooted (T 3.1.2.8). Lastly, when nature is opposed to artifice, the answer 
remains inconclusive. Hume declares: "'tis irnpossible for me at present to gtve 
any precise answer to this question. Perhaps it will appear afterwards, that our 

\ 
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sense of sorne virtues is artificial, and that of others natural" (T 3.1.2.9).9 In con
clusion: '"Tis impossible, therefore, that the character o f natural and unnatural 
can ever, in any sense, mark the boundaries o f vice and virtue" (T 3.1.2.10). 

Now, if one considers not the merit or demerit of an action but the action as 
such, virtue and vice are equally artificial - and the action's artifice resides in its 
being performed by a determination of the will, with intention and design. In 
Hume's words: 

'Tis certain, that both vice and vittue are equally artificial, and out of nature. Por 
however it may be disputed, whether the notion of a merit or demerit in certai n 

actions be natural or artificial, 'tis evident, that the actions themselves are artifi

cial, and are perform'd with a certain design and intention; otherwise they cou'd 

never be rank'd under any of these denominations (T 3.1.2.10). 

Cutting the distinction tlús way takes artifice to mean anything reasoned and 
human-made, as opposed to blind natural necessity.10 Artifice in this sense, oth
erwise quite ordinary, becomes morally prominent after the introduction of the 
artificial virtues. 

Headed by justice - with rules for stability of possession, transference by con
sent and performance of promises, and the notions of property, right and 
obligation - these virtues include allegiance to government, good manners, mod
esty and chastity, especially female and, at least in part, male courage. Although 
both kinds benefit society, clifferently from the natural social virtues - meekness, 
beneficence, charity, generosity, clemency, moderation, and equity11 - which are 
objects of spontaneous sentiments of approbation, the approbation of artificial 
virtt..es does not originate in the natural passions, but in interest. They are rule
governed, and the pleasure we take in witnessing compliance with the rules is a 

9 Hume's caveat. the guestion wrongly assumes an exclusive opposition between nature and 
human projecting and designing, while in truth both of them are nccessary principies. 

lO We have met this sense of artifice earlier in this paper. Although not technical, it convcn
ient!y distinguishes cases in which human thought and consciousness are at work in contrast to 

anything unintended, spontaneous, or established by force, habit, and unthinking acgwesccncc. A 
harmless example wouJd be mechanics, or " the art o f regulating the motions of bodies to so111e de
sign'd tnd or p11rpose" (f 2.3.3.2). 

11 Thc Treatise's list of natural virrues includes, among others: due pride and greatness of mind, 
with thc accompan ying 'shining virrues' of courage, intrepidity, ambition, love of glory, and mag
nanirnity (f 3.3.2); goodness and benevolence, with the accompanying 'tender virrues' of 
generosity, humanity, compassion, gratitude, friendship, fidelity, zeal, disinterestedness, and liber
ality (T 3.3.3); even anger and hatred, in sorne circumstances (f 3.3.3.7); natural abilities, such as 
knowledge, good scnse, judgment, genius, wit, humour, prudencc, discretion, industry, pcrscvcr
ance, patiencc, activity, vigilancc, application, constancy, temperance, frugality, economy, 
resolution, and memory (f 3.3.4.7-8, 13); and even clcanliness (f 3.3.4.10). 
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duct o f education and reflection on their advantages. In approving them we 
pro ove convencional practices for stability in the possession of goods, with a 
appr · . · d 
view to the social peace and order that result thereby (T 3.2.1.1). Uruversality an 
inflexibility - defining features of justice - cannot be derived from ~ature 
(f 3.2.6.9). Nor can therefore be entir~ly derived fr.om nature the moral senument 
for the public interest, or the sense of ¡usoce as a vt.rtue (T 3.2.7.11). 

Hume claims that a sense of justice as a virtue "arises artificially, tho' neces
sarily from educat.ion, and human conventions" (T 3.2.1.17), that "th~se impressions, 

hich give rise to this mue ofjustice, are not natural lo the mind oJ man, but ame from artifice 

;nd human conventions" (T 3.2.2.21), and also that the sense of morality ~1 the ob
servance of these rules [of justice] follows tiaturai!J, and of itself [after mterest 1s 
once establish'd and acknowledg'd]; tho' 'tis certain, that it is also augmented by a 
new artiftce, and that the public instructions of politicians, and the private educa

tion of parents, contribute to the giving us a sense of honour and duty m the 
strict regulation of our act.ions with regard to the properues of others" 

(T 3.2.7.11). 
Thus, according ro Hume, artificial virtues o ppose nature mostly insofar as 

artifice denotes a "voluntary convention," "purposely contrived," and "directed to 
a certain end." In other words, the opposition holds insofar as artifice refers to 
"reason, forethought, design, and a social union and confederacy among men" 
(EPM, App. 3, fn. 64); or as it means, "along with a natural Instinct, a certain Re
flection on the general Interests of Human Society, and a Combmauon w1th 

others" (L 38). 
Otherwise the artificial virtues are natural since (i) they tend to the good of 

humankind a~d serve the convenience and advantage of society; (ii) they pro
mote the s~tisfact.ion of the natural passions and appet.ites, even if by ways other 
than " their headlong and impetuous motion" (T 3.2.5.9); (iii) they have the 
"source of the esteem, which we pay" to them in our natural propensity to sym
pathy, and tlús esteem takes the natural form of a sentiment of approbat.ion 
(T 3.3.1.9). Indeed, in morals, art.ifice comes only to correct and extend natural 

sympathy. / 
Finally, they are Jot phantom virtues. Their being works of thought does not 

make them less genuine nor lessens their effect on human conscience. Por moral

ists or politicians, " [a]ll they can pretend to, is, to give a new directio~ to _those 
natural passions, and teach us that we can better satisfy our appetltes ~ an 
oblique and artificial manner" (T 3.2.5.9). Offsprings of the passions, the artlfiClal 
virtues are "only a more artful and more refin'd way of satisfying them" 

(T 3.2.6.1). 
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Hume performs a double revlSlon by conjoining artifice and virtue. In his 
meta-ethical theory, he places virtue in character traits and dispositions that moti
vate action under the proper circumstances. To avoid a circular reasoning, the 
fu:st motive of virtue must be sorne natural affection, not regard for virtue itself. 
When the latter is the case, and oftentimes it is, it is then parasitic, and emulares 
or disguises the appropriate motivation, from a sense of duty, or shame, or regard 
for fame, for example, which may, in the end, by habit, result in the acquisition of 
the proper sen timen t. In the artificial virtues, however, if they are to be taken as 
genuine virtues, the circle seems to be inevitable, for their practice is motivated by 
duty alone. Or else, thc motivation is at bottom self-interest and the passion of 
avidity, the satisfaction of which is achieved by the artificial means of discipline, 
education, and civilization. The merit of artificial virtues seems to rest uniquely on 
the observance of their rules. Hence, escape from the circle risks the fall into 
moral error-theory in regard to the artificial virtues. 12 

None of the possibilities above seems to fit a "natural system of morals," and 
indeed Hume's revision derives its strength from his emphasis on the naturalness 
of the artificial virtues: for according to him natural is our sense of virtue, natural 
is our sense of right and wrong, and also natural is the influence of the passions. 
The artifice that founds the artificial virtues is itself entirely natural. Thus while 
the term "artifice" loses amoral or immoral connotations, the term "virtue" takes 
on artificial connotations - as we have seen, the artificial virtues are as much val
ued as the natural ones. 

The artificial virtues are as much valued as the natural ones: Hume clivests the 
term "artifice" of negative evaluative connotations. This is no mean feat in an en
vironment where 'artifice' quite often evokes blunt trickery, deceit, manipulation, 
and dishonesty; or where it evokes caprice, contingency, impermanence, and 
whim. Harsh criticism compels Hume defensively to reiterare his arguments, in 
"A Letter from a Gentleman" (1745) against the charge of .his having destroyed, 
in the Treatise, "all the Foundations of Morality" (L 36). Another telling example 

12 For a rich discussion of this problem cf. Marcia Baron, "Hume's Noble Lie: An Accoum of 
His Artificial Virtues," Ca11adia1t ]oumaf of Philosophy 12 (1982): 539-55 (who claims that we muse be 
nobly licd to so as to belicve that the benefits of justice are in each person's interest, which they 
are not always); David Gauthier, "Artificial Virtues and the Sensible Knave," Hume Jflldies 18.2 
(1992): 401-428 (who argues, against Baron, that wc lie to ourselves, and that Hume "does actually 
hold, that the intercsted obligation to kecp promises is in itself non-moral, and so by comrast 
natural, and that it is also artificial, ancl so by conttast not natural" (p. 405)); and the case against 
Gauthier presemed by Annette C. Baier, "Artificial Virtues and the Equally Sensible Non-Knaves: 
A Response to Gauthier," Hume J'tudies 18.2 (1992): 429-440. Sce also Ted A. Ponko, "Artificial 
Virtue, Self-lnterest and Acquired Social Concern," Hume St11dies 9.1 (1983): 46-58, and Rosalind 
Hursthouse, "Virtue Ethics and Human Nature," HumeJ'tudits 15.1-2 (1999): 67-82 
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would be Hutcheson's uneasiness over Hume's attribution of an artificial charac
ter to justice, to which Hume replies: had the circumstances of human life been 
other, justice might not have come to be - but being what they are, it is an obvi
ous and necessary invention. In this way, justice is "naturalized". Or, as he 

explains, it is artificial, but not arbitrary.B 

Se e, for instan ce, the poignant passage in T reatise 3.2.2.19: 

To avoid giving o ffense, 1 must here observe, that when I deny justice tO be a 

natural virtue, 1 make use of the word natural, only as opposed to artificial. J n an

other sen se of the word; as no principie of the human mind is more natural than 

a sensc of virtue; so no virtue is more natural than justice. Mankind is an inven

tive species; and where an invention is obvious and absolutely necessary, it may 

as properly be said to be natural as any thing that proceeds immediately from 

original principies, without the intervention of thought or rcflection. Tho' the 

rules of juscice be artificial, they are not arbitrary. Nor in the expression improper 

to call them latvs of nature; if by natural we understand what is common to any 

species, or even if we confine it to mean what is inseparable frÓm the species 

cr 3.2.1.19). 

In the same self-justificatory mode, the conclusioo of the Treatise reaffirms: 

Tho' justicc be artificial, the sense of its morality is natural. 'Tis the combination 

of men, in a system of conduct, which renders any act of justice beneficia! to 

society. But when once it has that tendency, we nalurai!J approve of it; and if we 

did not so, 'cis impossible any combinacion or convention cou'd ever produce 

that senciment cr 3.3.6.4). 

Hume avoids also an indiscriminate use of "artifice." Contra Mandeville,14 faith
ful ly following Shaftesbury and others, he argues that: 

had not men a natural sentiment of approbacion and blame, it cou'd never be 

excited by policicians; nor wou'd the words laudable and praisc-tvorthy, blameablc and 

odious, be any more intelligible, than if they werc a language perfectly unknown to 

us cr 3.3.1.11). 

And that: j 

l3 Cf. letter ro Hutcheson (1739), Letters 33. 
14 In other words, Hume rejects the view that all moral clisrincrions might be "represcnred ... as 

the effect of artifice and education, when skilful politicians endeavour'd to restrain the turbulent 
passions of men, and make them opera te to the public good, by notions of honour and shame" 
(T 3.3.1.11). 
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The utmost politicians can perform, is, to extend the natural sentiments beyond 

their original bounds; but still nature must furnísh the marerials, and give us 
sorne notion of moral distinctions (f 3.2.2.25). 

In short, nature provides material for and supports moral distinctions 
achieved by the artificial virtues. 15 In their turn, these virtues assist nature by ex
tending the natural sentiments. They promote a "progress of sentiments."16 Or, 
while artifice extends nature, it gets extended itself in natural ways, by moralists 
and educators. 17 We may say that in Hume's model sorne of the most meaningfu1 
moral experiences and virtues involve a measure of artífice. We may also say that, 
in morals, artífice comes to enlarge the natural sphere. In the few lines of the sec
ond Enquiry which Hume dedicares to this question, his last word, in what 
concerns the naturalness or artificialness of justice, is that all dispute is, ultimately, 
"merely verbal" (EPM, App.3, fn.64). The main reason is that there are multiple 
senses of 'natural', to which he adds that the amount of contrivance (or artifice) is 
a matter of degree and that the contrivance results from features of human nature 
and human life that are not themselves contrived.18 This appears to be the Iast 
step in overcoming a dualistic conceptual frame that so deeply preoccupied the 
early moderns. 

By calling 'artificial' a class of genuine virtues, Hume softens the division of 
nature and artífice. However, we may stili wonder: does he go as far as to elimi
nare it altogether? I believe not, for, as we shal1 see next, artífice does not end in 
the analysis justicc and the artificial virtues. 

Artificiallives 

In "A Dialogue", Hume introduces for the first and only time the concept of 
"artificial lives". An appendix to the second Enquiry, the dialogue addresses the 
main sceptical concern of the Enquiry - the relativity of moral values and judg
ments. Palamedes, the narrator's interlocutor, attempts to shock bis friend into 
assent to moral relativism. He tells tales of ancient paragons behaving in ways that 
would appall modero moral sensibilities. Upon disclosing their identities, he dis
covers these personages to be not just locally, but universally esteemed. They are 

. . 
15 

In the same spirit: "[N]ature pro vides a remedy in the judgment and understanding, for what 
1s mcommodious in the affcctions" (T.3.2.2.9). 

16 
,This pwgress ís beautifully drawn in Annette Baicr's A Progress oj Smtimmts: &flections on 

Humes Trcaase (Cambndgc, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1992). 
17 

David Gauthier op. cit. hclpfully distingu.ishes the severa! senses of "natw·al". 
18 I owe this explanation to Don Garrett. 
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admirable ancient Greeks and Romans, whose conduct one cannot simply dismiss 
as belonging to vicious members of vicious societies. Furthermore, by pointing to 

articular acts and deeds in his relation, Palamedes ensures that moral appraisal 
~oes not take place merely in abstract (e.g. T 2.3.6.3-4). The question he raises is 
nothing like: "Is suicide wrong?" but instead: "What is one who presently judges 
suicide wrong to make of cases in which it is judged honorable, by model societies 
that are in many ways highly regarded? Societies constituted by racional individu
als who are friends of virtue, one of whom is the suicide himself?" 

The narrator responds with the claim that cultural differences notwithstand
ing,l9 all humans are determined by the same principies, morally approving what 
is agreeable or useful to self or others ("A Dialogue" 26). Although plaus1ble, this 
is a not an entirely satisfactory answer. Agreement on the useful and agreeable as 
principies of moral approval does not preclude disagreement on what they 
amount to.20 Thus moral relativism may ensue, and turn so fierce as to make ir
relevant or merely apparent the absence of conflict at the level of principies. The 
narrator says: "Sometimes meo differ in their judgment about tñé usefulness of 
any habit or action. Sometimes also the peculiar circumstances of things render 
one moral quality more usefu1 than others, and give it a peculiar preference" ("A 
Dialogue" 38). And: "[i]t must be confessed that chance has a great influence on 
nacional manners; and many events happen in society, which are not to be ac
counted for by general rules" ("A Dialogue" 49). In one possible i.nterpretation, 
Hume in "A Dialogue" shows signs of an incipient sensitivity to moral diversity. 
If this is correct,21 the interesting question then becomes: how far does bis sensi
tivity extend? How does it affect the naturalness of his "natural system of 
morals"? It stops short of the realm of 'artificiallives'- those lives corrupted ei-

l9 l n the language of"A Dialogue" 25: the influence of"fashion, vogue, custom, and law." 

20 In fact, elsewhere, llume poínts to a difficulty inherent in thc moral vocabulary. Virtue ím

plies praise, and vice, blame. onetheless, agreemem on generic terms is insufficicnt: a term may 
express approbatíon and therefore signify a virtue (or, correspondingly, disapprobation of a vice) 
while having diverse, and even conflicting references. In his view: "Of al! expressions, those, 
which, together with thcir other meaning, imply a degree either of blame or approbatíon, are the 
least liable to be perverted or mistaken" ("Of the Standard of Tasrc", F.mrys 227-9 and EPM 9.8). 

21 This sensitivity can be also traced elsewhere in Humc's tcxt. 1 n thc second Enqttiry, Hume 
notes that a person's temper and abilities must suit her circumstances in order to be appreciated 
(EPM 6.9); and that valuing memory, physical strength, and courage goes through marked changes 
from ancient to modcrn times (EPM 6.19, 6.26). While in a warring agc courage was highly 
ranked, in the more peaceful modero age, rhe social and civil virtues (humanity, clemency, order, 
tranquility) risc to a degree never experienced before (EPM 7.13-18). 
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ther by philosophical enthusiasm or by religious superstition.22 For Hume, in the 
past, philosophy caused greater concern, but in the present, it is religion that does 
so. 

Religious superstition indudes meclieval scholastic monks as well as modero 
religionists and religious philosophers. They al! invest the power of imagination 
and feeling on a fictitious world of their own. Often, their purponedly "refined 
and spiritual" perceptions mask sheer absurclity, and quite often what they take 
for a philosophical concept is superstition in disguise. Although both kinds erect 
false artificial metaphysics, they err differently. 

While religion creates a new world, philosophy assigns new causes to events 
in the actual world (f 1.4.7.13). In the F.nqm·ry, Hume calls it 'fairy land' when 
referring to Malebranche's occasionalism (EHU 7.1.24).23 Accorcling to the 
Trealise, the cliscovery that we cannot know real causes or perceive connections 
among objects leads the Cartesians (f 1.3.14.8- 10), and more dramatically among 
them Malebranche, to build a new realm from where al! causal power, which he 
identifies with clivine volition, operates.24 Religious superstition is the corrupting 

22 In me analysis of rhe four essays (" Humc's Essays on llappmcss", HunJt Studits 15.2 (1989), 

307-324), John Immerwahr affums: "In facr, Il umc sccms ro distinguish bet:ween mree Je,•els of 
naruralness and artificialiry. Sorne of our scntiments and passions are original in me sense mar mey 
are not dcpendenr on an and civil.izarion but would cxist cvcn among menina mde a11d more /latural 
co11dilio11 (T 479). Omcr c¡ualities such as justicc are artificial in rhe sense thar rhey are in,·ented and 
learned in a social context, but still narural in a larger sensc in that mey are obt'ious a11d absolutt!J 
lltcmary (f 484) fearurcs of me human condition. Hume dtstinguishes thesc artificial but narural 
c¡ualities from a third caregory of mings mar are not only artificial but aroitrary (f 484). This cate
gory would presumably include me mo11kiih lirtun (ctlibflcy, j(alilt.f!, ~IIOIJCt, mortifictJtiOI, etc.) mar 
!fume discusses in a later work. Almough mese vtrrues can be inculcated by bad educarion, mey 
have no real basis and in rcality are vices rather man virrucs" (p. 311). (1\irself, 1 should ramer 
substirute "common life" and "expenence" for "real basts"). In an interesting article James King 
contends mat me artificial sysrem does not constitute a genuine altemative moralit:y. A mere cor
recti\·c to determmare hiswrical circumstances, ir contatns false beliefs, gl\'es rise ro Ji,·es not 
worrhy of moral estcem, and fails ro meet one fundamental formal cond1tion: corrigibility by expe
nence and rcasoning." Cf. James King, "Hume on Artificial !Jvcs ... .¡m a rejoindcr ro A. C. 
l\!acl ntyre," H«UJr Jtudiu 14.1 (1988): 53-92. 

23 Hume has in mind othcr Carresians as weU. ln "A Letter" he afftrms rhar Descartes and 
Malcbranchc recogmzed no primary or secondary force in matrer, for philosophical, not religious 
rcasons (L 32). Ilowever, in thar conrext, he is wricing undcr rhe pressure of charges of ameism 
and infidclity, and is ob,•iously inrcnt on showing mar philosophical reasons can conrradicr relig
tous teachmgs in me works of even me most orrhodox rhinkcrs. On me question of Carrcsians 
and thc idea of power, e f. T 1.3.14.8-1 O. 

24 ce T 1.4.5.31 forme argucd presenration of Hume's criúcism, in me discussíon of me irn
materialiry of the soul. 
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force behind Malebranche's philosophical specu1ation.25 lt seems. ~s tho~g.h 
Malebranche is an example of the combination of philosophy and religton. H1s ts 
a worse predicamem than that of other false philosophies, themselves als~ dreams 
r fictions of imagination. As Hume says: "fictions of the anllent philosophy 

:oncerning substances, and substantial jor111s, and accidents, and occult qualities 
however unreasonable and capricious, have a very intimare connexion with the 

.. rlnciples ofhuman nature" (T 1.4.3.1). By which he only means: they repose on 

~abit, smooth transitions, easy, and effortless conceptions in the mind. In their 
turn, the foundation and conclusions of Malebranche's philosophy are "remote 
from common life and observation," and !ay "entirely out of the sphere of 

experience" (EHU 7). 
In the case of Pascal, the corruption is moral, and therefore, more clisturbing.26 

Misled by superstition, he struggles against the natural passions of love and pride, 
and the constants of human nature, such as pleasure, pain, the passions, gratitude 
to friends and resentment of injuries.27 As Diogenes, the "philosopher", clid in the 
past, Pascal, the "saint", emboclies in the present the concept of 'artificiallife'. In 
"A Dialogue" Hume describes him as "a man of parts and genius as well as 
DIOGE ES himself; and perhaps too, aman of virtue, had he allowed his virtu
ous ioclinations to have exened and clisplayed themselves." It seems that, 
unfortunately, like so many others in the grip of superstition, he clid not allow his 

25 Except for me specific influence of religion, ir is undcniablc that Hume holds Malebranchc 
tn high esteem as a philosophical mind. Among me many available evidences, we might poinr to 
the fact that he recommends study of me RLchrrche in prcparation t0 me reading of me Treatist, and 
specifically names Malebranchc and Locke in presenting his mcory of ideas in me Abstraer ro the 
Trtalist. n fact, Hume's position concerning Malcbranche's occasionalism and rcligion certainly is 
notas simple as 1 suggest above. ln a personal communicacion, Miguel Badja-Cabrera disagrees 
'-'ith my "making Malebranche an exemplar of an "artificial life."" He says: "1 mink thar me 
<ttuation here is much more complex man you make tt appear, for Hume - T believe - is nor 
suggesting mat Malebranche's occasionalism, which makes God the only true cause, is duc to me 
<ilent and meoreticaUy damaging influx of religtous supersotton into his speculative philosophy." 

Badía-Cabrera is probably right. 
26 By attributing "corruption" ro lives (philosophical or not) ruled by religious principies, 

Hume uprurns me tradicional rhetoric of the fallen state of man. (1 n this light, passages like rhe 
one in the Dialog«ts which recalls me saying ''Thc corruprion of me best mings results in me 
WOrst" may acc¡uire an unsuspecred naru.ralistic connotation, rransgressive of religious assump
tlons). 

27 In me words of Hume as a characrer in "A philosophical and religious dialogue in me 
shades, between Mr. Hume and Dr. Dodd" (1778): "That hurniliacing idea of human narure mat 
Monsieur Pascal has carried ro such an extravagant lengm, mar despondent diffidence of its 
powers, and constant appeal ro superior being, may depress me generous scncimenrs of me mind." 
(Cf. Earfy Responses to H 11me'1 Lije and lvputatio11, vol. 2, ed. James Fieser (Bristol: Thoemmes 

Continuum, 2005, 76-7). 
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:~:7:a~:li;:~ons to exert themselves, and thus he corrupted his nature, in an 

d 
Hume says in the Treatise: "Generally speaking the errors . li . 

angerous· th · hil ' m re g10n are ' ose m p osophy only ricliculous" (T 1 4 7 13) E . . . 

~~~;u~:m:n~ oiliO< ""om, b"'"" "" ,upmtiti~n ,;~,:~:::~~~~n ,::' 
and . f p pbl ar opmwns of mankind, lt seizes more strongly on the mind 

1s o ten a e to clisturb · th , 

(T 
1 4 7 1 us m e conduct of our lives and actions" 
. . . 3). In the political sphere, religion induces faction . 

ery. In morals it "aggr [ J . ' oppress10n, and slav-
' avate s our natural mfirmiti " d ¿· d our natural fram ( th 1\ ·r . es, an lsor ers and weakens 

e see e 1 ,atural Hzstory oj Reh. · ~ k the natural m u· f · · zgtonJ> wea ens our attachment to 
o ves o ¡usuce and humanit ( D. ¡, xii) and y see za ogues on Natural Religiott part 

o f dte m~~:::t:~:e:.atural instincts. Hume stresses this all in repeated cri~cism 
~ume dealscribes also a 'philosophical enthusiasm' that includes ancient think 

ers m gener and m hi tiro . . . -
ancients, as we kno~ Diogs enesea,nmd ttheresungly, excesslve sceptics. Among the 

' ' e cyrucs - m the1r tr fi · 
exemplary.zs They make brief a . . ex eme eroClty - are 
"A Dialogue" 29 Their f li~p~arances m the Treatzse and essays, in addition to 

. . way o e lS Hume's model of a life sha ed b th . . 
pies of a philosophical theory 30 Th d fi . fi p y e prmcl-. e e lrung eature of philoso hi al th . 
rests on what Hume all h . . P e en us1asm 
of all th f .tl e s t e mvenuon of an 'artificial happiness'.31 He says: "But 

e rw ess attempts of art, no one is so ridicul . 
philosophers have undertak n . ous, as that which the severe 
us be p leased b 1 e ' the producmg of a.n artificial happiness, and making 

y ru es of reason, and by reflecuon" ("The E . " 
139) .. According to Hume, speculatively at least the philosophi p~curean. ' Es~qys 
self m sorne mo ¿ · l d d) ' e scepucs (him-

' o s, me u e practice this species of 'philosophical dev u· ' 32 o on . 

28 ::he. Cynics are not thc only ones. In the Natural Histo .r . . . 
Sto1cs ¡om a philosophical enthusi 

1
. • . .. 'Y fJ.J ~ligJOII, Hume cla1ms that the 

29 Cf " . . asm toa re Jgwus supcrstmon" Cf. NHR 174.5. 
. Of Moral Pre¡udiccs"' rcference to the ''ll. lin d . 

h b 
· ve ess an fero " f o· , 

t e asiS of Cicero's Ttlsculall Displlt ti d n· . Clty o wgenes temper on 
30Th ti ons an wgenes Laertms' Lives (Bssqys 540). 

. ey behave no less exttavagantly than monks with a . . 
cymcs do not deny nature but ffi . th : cruaal difference: conttary ro monks 

, a lrm lt to e pomt f Al , 
conduce, entircly affirmative is not thr , . lf o cxcess. so conrrary ro monks', their 

3 , eaterung tose or others. 

1 The expression itself originares in Epicurean criticism of th S . 32 H . e to1cs. 
ume IS fully aware of his susceptibility to this d . 

when, in a youthful letter to Henr H h . anger. He makcs a wltty rcference to it 

f h 
T Y ome, e says that he excluded f th · · 

o t e 'reatise parts that might appear of• . I h. rom e ongmal manuscript 

th 
. . <ensJve. n ts own wo d ''l 1 

en ustast, 111 philosophy while I bl . th r s, was reso ved not to be an , was ammg 0 er enth · , (Le 
tclls in The Lije of David Hmm once amon f . d th udsJas~s . 1/err 6). And yet, as Mossner 
"A . ' ' g nen s, e escnpoon H f h. 

n enthus1ast without religion a hil h . ume gave o =sclf was: M , P osop cr, who despatrs t · th , 
r ossner, The Lije of David Hui/le (Oxford· Cla 1 p o attalll trU . Cf. Ernest C. · rene on ress, 1980), 570. 
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philosophy, however, demands effort, engages few, and is easily overcome by 
the callings of common life. Or, in Hume's words, philosophy "if just, can present 
us only with mild and moderate sentiments; and if false and extravagant, its opin
¡0115 are merely the objects of a cold and general speculation, and seldom go so 
far as to interrupt the course of our natural propensities." In other words: "The 

conviction, which arises from a subtile reasoning, diminishes in proportion to the 
efforts, which the imagination makes to enter into the reasoning, and to conceive 
it in all its arts. Belief, being a lively conception, can never be entire, where it is 

not founded on something natural and easy" (T 1.4.1.11).33 

Conclusion 

"A D ialogue" ends in rejection of artificiallives. Hence, for Hume, there are 
Iimits to artifice or, in other words, to the merging of nature and artifice. Previ

ously in this essay, it has been granted that not all artifices are good to human 
thought and practice. When it comes to artificial lives, they are·oonsidered bad 
without exception - hence they constitute a kind apart. The main poin t is that, in 
their many clifferent ways, al/ artificiallives attempt a total diversion Jrom natural pro
pensities. That makes them, ultimately, unable to sustain individual and social co
existence, and somctimes, not even survival.34 Perhaps this explains why, for 
once, Hume, usually wary of sweeping generalizations, does not hesitate in gener-

alizing. 
In the physical world, the growth of bodies, natural and artificial, is checked 

by internal causes, derived from their "enormous size and greatness." The mental 
world has its own limits. In consonance with this intuition, in the f1rst Enquiry, 
even though Hume declares triumphant the modern expression of philosophical 
scepticism, he argues that this philosophy destroys the conviction temporarily, but 

33 The superior force of natural belief is t.hus explaincd: 
As the cmotions of the soul prevent any subtile reasoning and reflection, so thesc latter actions 

of thc mine\ are cqua\ly prejudicial to the former. The mind, as well as the body, seems to be en
dow'd with a certain precise degree of force and activity, which it never employs in one action, but 
at the expcnce of a\1 the rest. This is more evident\y true, where the actions are of quite different 
natures; since in that case the force of the mind is not on.ly diverted, but even the disposition 
chang'd, so as to rendcr us incapable of a suddcn ttansition from one accion to the other, and still 
more of performing both at once. No wonder, then, the conviccion, which arises from a sub rile 

reasoning, diminishes in proporcion to the efforts which the imagination makes to enter into the 
reasoning, and to conceive it in all its parts. Belief, bcing a livcly conception, can never be entirc, 

where it is not founded on something natural and easy (f 1.4.1.11). 

34 In their exrravagance, victims of rcligious supcrstition may seck to suffcr martyrdom, and 

thus forfeit the vcry principie of self-preservation. 
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its influence is never lasting and should not be, for this would result in the sum
mary destruction of human life. 

He yiel.ds, if only temporarily, and in the reclusion of the closet, to scepticism 
about the mdependent ex.istence of external objects and the distinction between 
primary and secondary qualities, concerning the senses; to the sceptical paradoxes 
of ~e mfmite wvisibility of space and time, concerning demonstratiYe reason; and 
to his own sceptical doubts concerning moral evidence in causal reasoning. How
ever, he settles for an Academic, mitigated, useful and lasting form, derived from 
the correction of the excessive scepticism by common sense and reflection.35 In 

nature or in the constant properties o f the mind, and in the practice and experi
ence .of the world, philosophical reason or, should we say, 'philosophical 
devot10n', or yet, 'excessive scepticism' encounters its limit.36 

To conclude, if artífice concerns ends, and if ends comprise human 
happiness, artífice in philosophy must fall within the bounds of "common life" 
and "experience". It seems to me that understanding Hume's concept of artífice 
reveal~ the normative strength of these two fundamental notions of his thought. 
Also, lt seems to me that if we attempt to comprehend Hume's relation with 
scepticism, sorne attention to the notion of artífice, in particular the notion of 
artificiallives may be useful to us. This is the proposal with which I should like to 

end this essay. 

Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, Be/o Hon·zonte 

35 Howe,·er, thc cxcessive or Pyrrhonian cxperience leaves indcliblc marks. 1t introduces 
doubt, caution, and modcsty, restticts enqwry ro the limits appropriate w human understanding, 
and conttols thc cxcesses of imagination. Hume does not den y his indebtedness and conttibutions 
tO P~honism in the bnquiry. In fact, he openly acknowledges them. But as 1 noted above, 1 be
lieve lt 1s a Pyrrhomsm drawn by his own pcn and, in its more colorful cinrs, reserved perhaps for 
the closet. 

36 This paper ~vas given to research seminars and colloquia at IASH (Tbe Insritute for 
A~,·anced Srud1es m the Humanities at the University of Edinburgh), ANPOF (Associa9io de 
Pos-Graduas;iio em Filosof1a), PUC-Rio (Pontificia Universidade Católica do Rio de Janeiro), 
Uruvers1dade m·a de Lisboa, and U !SI OS (Uni,·ersidadc do Vale do Rio dos Sinos). 1 am 
very grat~ful to Susan Manning, Pauline Phemister, Anrhea Taylor, Donald rerguson, Déborah 
Danowski,Joiio Paulo Monreiro, Rui B. Romao, Amónio Marques, Aruce I..1ma de Araújo, Bruno 
Penerscn, Thomas Lennon, Adriano Naves de Briro, and ro all parricipants in these evems. 1 am 
also thankful t0 Miguel Badía-Cabrera and Diálogos. As evcr, 1 owe a debt of gratirude ro Don 
Garrett. The pape~ is . part of a rescarch project sponsored by Conselho lacional para o 
Desenvolvunento Üenufico e T ecnológico (C Pq) and Funda9io de Amparo á Pesquisa do 
Estado de Minas Gerais (FAPEMIG), Brazil. 
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PLATÓN, FILÓSOFO DE LAMETIS 

ÉTIE NE HELMER. 

En su famoso libro del 1974, Les Ruses de l'i11telligence. La melis des Crees, 
M. Detienne y J. -P. Vernant consideran que Platón se distanció de una de las 
formas del pensamiento más valorizadas desde el mundo homérico hasta los so
fistas: la melis, 1 es decir la astucia con su inventiva y su amplia variedad de hallaz
gos geniales ajustados a cada circunstancia de la vida práctica. De acuerdo a ellos, 
Platón la despreciaba y no le dejaba ningún espacio en su concepción del pensa
miento filosófico que él defmia, wcen esos autores, como "un saber inmutable, 

requerido por una metafísica del Ser e una lógica de la Identidad" (p. 305). Hubo 
que esperar a Aristóteles, según Detienne y Vernant (p. 305), para rehabilitar, has
ta cierto punto, la melis a través de la prudencia, como la virtud intelectual decisiva 

para la vida ética. 
Después de la publicación de este libro, muchos aceptaron esa concepción ex

trema de la postura platónica.2 Los pocos que se atrevieron a criticarla o matizarla 
lo hicieron poco a poco, dando a la melis un espacio legítimo pero subordinado o 
secundario en la concepción que Platón tiene del pensamiento filosófico. Algunos 
estudiosos buscaron en su obra las escasas referencias explícitas a la melis, la del 

Ba11quete (203b) siendo la más imporrante (Galperine, 1996; Kofman, 1983) para 
justificar que Platón integraba la melis en su visión de la inteligencia filosófica. 
Otros buscaron las referencias implícitas a la metis (Broze, 1986, 1991; Meulder 

Agradezco mucho a mi colega y amigo 1\figuel Badía Cabrera por su paciente lectura de las 
Primeras versiones de este artículo y sus excelentes sugerencias para mejorarlo. 

1 Metis con mayúscula refiere a la diosa, mientras que mttis con minúscula remite a la capacidad 

o facultad intelectual. 
2 Por ejemplo, Lubtchansky, 1998, p. 128: "M. Dcticnne et J.-P. Ve.rnanc (ont montté que) 

cette qualité (la milis) esta l'opposé des valeurs sur lesquelles se fonde l'idéal platonicien." 
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